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Abstract 

 

The crack detection problem has been extensively investigated due to its practical 

importance on structure health monitoring. Recently, the guided wave method has 

become one of the most popular methods to detect cracks in large waveguides, such 

as rail and pipes, since this method enables a long-distance and large-area detection 

of the cracks from a fixed transducer position. As some propagating waves may be 

partially reflected by cracks in the waveguide, the reflection and transmission 

characteristics associated with the presence of the crack may be used to give some 

indication of both the location and size of the crack. Based on the amplitudes of the 

wave reflection coefficients, a novel crack method is developed to detect the crack. 

Compared to the conventional pulse-echo method, this method is possible to makes 

crack detection more robust and accurate. Furthermore, the waves used in this 

reflection-based method do not require the low dispersive property which, however, 

is essential to the pulse-echo method. That is to say, more low-decay-rate but long-

distance-propagation guided waves become candidates in detection, so that this 

method has more potential capabilities in the long-distance and large-area crack 

detection. 
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